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Historic Gas Station Stock 

Jamie Marie DeAngelo, M.S.C.R.P. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2016 

Though former gas stations are often environmentally challenged, they are 

frequently reused by small and local businesses because they are common and 

inexpensive. For this reason, many structures continue being maintained past their 

expected expiration date. This type of small scale, do-it-yourself preservation of former 

gas stations (despite strong incentives for their demolition) occurs regularly, and is 

important to document for several reasons. 

The first is that this particular type of building is rapidly disappearing from the 

American landscape; the second is that it occurs without any explicit preservation 

incentives for gas stations at the city level, which cannot be said of many other types of 

historic preservation; the third is that there are simply not enough studies on the 

successful adaptive reuse and continued maintenance of existing buildings, let alone 

categories of mass-produced buildings, through time. To avoid contributing to an 

endless cycle of construction waste, it is important to spend time thinking about how we 

can reuse aspects of our urban environment that are already in place, particularly 

common and low road buildings such as gas stations. 

This text uses underground storage tank data to identify and categorize existing 

historic gas stations (1910-1965). It analyzes survival and reuse rates of this building 

type, and identifies connections between locational and site variables and four categories 

of use: continued existence as a gas station, vacancy or abandonment, auto-related 

adaptive reuse, and other types of adaptive reuse. These relationships are explored 

through statistical testing. 
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The overall goal of the paper is to provide data that can aid in policy formation 

and programmatic planning for these sites. There are three key findings in this paper: 1 

and its location and site properties 2. Age is a strong predictor of both building existence 

and reuse type 3. As in other US cities, gas stations are heavily reused by local 

businesses. 
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Introduction: Why Gas Stations Matter 

 
Gas stations are one of the most common types of commercial building in the 

U.S. Though historically at odds with the dense walkability of traditional urban 

environments, during the post-World War II boom in transportation and highway 

funding, gas stations popped up in cities and on their peripheries. The EPA estimated that 

around 200,000 vacant and abandoned gas stations littered the American landscape in 

2004 (NPS 2004). These buildings are so ubiquitous that they have become invisible to 

us. Subsequently there is very little planning of scale aimed at gas stations, outside of 

attempts to document precious individual historic ones or to deal with the traumatic 

consequences of their environmental effects, which are many. 

But as we pivot culturally and economically toward utopias of mixed-use high 

rises and alternative forms of transportation (Glaeser 2011) and away from the sprawling 

development paradigms of the post war period and the almighty god of personal auto use, 

these structures have started to disappear. Between 1994 and 2013, the number of retail 

fueling sites in the U.S. fell from 202,800 to 152,995 (Gross 2016) 

As a building category they are undergoing an invisible, slow-moving extinction 

(Gross 2016; Norris and Coffey, 2000). For this we might be grateful, since it will 

perhaps herald a future with less dependence on fossil fuels. But this future is not here 

y 

proposed future streetscapes, they are still a feature of our present environment and are 

likely to be for 30 years or more. Before we densify over them, we should ask whether or 

not they are currently being put to use in ways we might not have predicted; before they 

all disappear, it might be a good idea to know if there are some we ought to keep. What is 

the nature of these places today? Do they have a future? 

This is a more than academic inquiry, since old gas station seems to be reused 

with some frequency (how often and in what ways is one of the questions this study 

attempts to answer).  Given their environmental reputation and associations with blight, 

on paper former gas stations seem like unlikely candidates for wide scale adaptive reuse-- 

and yet it happens everywhere, including Austin, with regularity. It seems like there is a 
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disconnect here. What is it that local business owners know that planners do not? Why do 

they like these locations so much? 

This paper is a quantitative look at the bulk of gas stations in Austin. It explores 

connections between how they are being used and their shared or divergent locational and 

situational aspects. It concludes that there is a relationship between certain site 

ed existence through time. It 

also finds a relationship between certain locational factors, such as traffic counts and 

zoning overlays, and the category of reuse in which existing buildings are employed. 

Finally, it finds that the age of the gas station, more so than even the cost of land, is the 

most important predictor of reuse category. 
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Chapter 1: Gas Station Treatment: Preservation vs Planning 

 

Existing literature on historic gas stations has come primarily (but somewhat 

unevenly) out of two disciplines; urban planning and historic preservation. These two 

disciplines necessarily contribute different perspectives on the legacy of historic gas 

stations; however, their perspectives are so divergent that it is difficult to envision a 

comprehensive planning approach to this resource emerging solely from one or the other. 

Below I summarize the typical approaches of scholars in both fields and identify 

alternative approaches that represent a blended strategy. 

 
Historic Preservation: Gas Stations as Asset 

Government Programs and Approach 

An interest in roadside architectural history is beginning to yield material results in the 

world of historic preservation. The National Parks Services Route 66 program maintains 

2400 miles of the original route and maintains a list of important historic sites on the 

Route, as a way of advocating for heritage roadside tourism. State level preservation 

agencies in Arkansas and Texas in particular are taking an aggressive approach to 

conserving their existing gas stations. Arkansas maintains a searchable statewide survey 

of all of its historic gas stations; The Texas Department of Transportation recently 

published a field guide for identifying historic gas stations, while the city of San Antonio 

undertook its first survey of its historic gas stations in 1983. While diverse in their 

subjects and strategies, these gas station preservation programs all share a similar two- 

tiered approach: 1. They present a narrative that frames why roadside culture as an 

important element of shared postwar American heritage, necessitating and justifying the 

preservation and curation of vernacular roadside structures 2. They focus on and 

document individual buildings, judging their contribution based on their level of 

significance, defining characteristics, and level of integrity. This procedure, consistent 

with the monuments or landmark based approach with which the discipline is historically 
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associated (Holleran 2014), attempts to curate and arrange the best remaining specimens 
 

 
 

Relevant Literature 

There are two main approaches to defining categories and developing a relevant 

and defining narrative for historic gas stations in existing literature. The earliest comes 

from Chester Liebs, who wrote the first comprehensive guide on historic gas stations 

types as a chapter in Main Street to Miracle Mile: American Roadside Architecture (Liebs 

1985); Liebs primarily frames gas station style choices as responsive to and largely inside 

of broader architectural movements and categories, such as the International Style. He 

argues that from the very beginning of the appearance of gas stations in cities, they were 

considered by city leaders and officials to be a dangerous and unwanted use; oil 

companies responded with aesthetics, attempting to legitimize gas stations as a public 

asset and to help this new technology blend into their older urban environments. For 

example, there are City Beautiful gas stations with neoclassical detailing and English 

Cottage Revival stations with trellises and high-pitched roofs (Liebs 1985). Liebs argues 

that gas stations are worth studying and preserving because gas stations (and the postwar 

transportation funding and road construction that developed them) fueled the 

suburbanization of commerce and the landscape of sprawl in which we still live but still 

do not understand. 

In contrast to Liebs, historians Jakle and Sculle in their text on American gas 

stations (Jakle and Sculle 1994) frame gas station style choices not as an attempt to cater 

to municipal fears about accidents or urban blight, but as a response to the short attention 

span of fast-traveling motorists and the need for oil companies to expand market 

share. Their text analyzes the geographic distribution of different oil companies across 

the United States at different times, and points out that gas stations, cheaply mass- 

produced, were sometimes built as territorial placeholders even before roads went in to 

service them. They suggest that consumers experienced gas stations not as unique local 

                                                                    - 

was achieved through distinctive company architecture, logos, and 
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signage. These elements form the basis for their categories, which are predominantly 

regional. Finally, Jakle and Sculle argue that gas stations are worth studying and 

preserving because they are a form of communication technology; calibrated for a 

particular experience of the landscape (one that happens at 60 miles per hour) they set the 

stations were one of the main colonizers of residential neighborhoods, which were 

gradually converted to commercial areas (Jakle and Sculle 1994). 

These approaches distill two main aspects of gas station history and use that 

remain relevant today. The first is the degree to which gas stations, though often purpose- 

built, are easily and cheaply converted from one commercial use to another. Both Liebs 

and Jackle and Sculle show how these surprisingly malleable structures shift their surface 

appearance to suit neighborhood aesthetic preferences and needs; as I address in a later 

section, there are very few types of commercial or retail uses that cannot be satisfied by a 

former gas station structure. This flexibility is an asset that other types of structures do 

not have, and this may partially explain why they have persisted in our environment, even 

when they no longer retail fuel. 

 
The second implication we can extract from both texts is that while gas stations 

orchestrated the direction and intensity of development, that is not unique to them as a 

building category, but rather is a characteristic of any modern transportation-based 

use. John W. Snyder, a preservationist who works on historic train stations in California, 

writes about the great economic gains achieved through increased movement of goods 

and people during the development of rail, and contrasts this to the environmental legacy 

left behind in former stations (Snyder 1992). He also points out that almost all 

transportation-based uses are historically polluting; yet this fact has rarely abrogated the 

need for and continued use of these spaces, which can also catalyze the adoption of newer 

and better technologies within the same category of land use (think carriage houses that 

were converted to gas stations). 
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Environmental Planning: Gas Stations as Problem 

Government Programs and Approach 

In environmental planning, gas stations are the subject of much research. This is primarily 

because gas stations represent the largest category of brownfield site in the U.S. While 

brownfields can range from a former industrial site to a landfill, the EPA estimates that at 

least half of the 450,000 identified brownfields are sites contaminated by petroleum use 

or 

potential presence of a toxic substance may complicate or limit a properties 
 

underground petroleum tanks (USTs). Leaking USTs can contaminate soil, surface and 

groundwater; the effects of the contamination can migrate beyond the context of the 

original site and are costly to clean up. As of 2005, the EPA documented a total of 

449,000 leaks from more than 2.2 million active and inactive USTs. While the EPA and 

state agencies have engaged in cleaning up releases, over 32,000 cases of leaking tanks 

have not been addressed, primarily because of a lack of resources (GAO 2005). As of 

2005, the EPA estimates that the average remediation costs per site have been about 

$125,000, but costs sometimes have exceeded $1 million, depending on the scale of the 

issue (GAO, 2005). 

 
In 1984, Congress created the Underground Storage Tank Program within the 

EPA and created a LUST (leaking underground storage tank) trust fund through the use 

of a fuel tax to set aside money to remediate abandoned properties that states could not 

afford to fix on their own. The EPA also created stricter standards for new and existing 

USTs, including tank registration, leak detection equipment, checks for leaks on a 3-year 

basis, and the use of fiberglass tanks (rather than bare steel tanks, which have significant 

issues with corrosion) for all new USTS (GAO 2005). While this is a good approach for 

new tanks, it does not help much with historic tanks that were put in the ground before 

1985 and may have been forgotten about, only to be rediscovered may years later during 

combination with the soaring economic penalties of tank liability have had market effects. 
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The raising of UST standards also resulted in increased rates of abandonments of gas 

stations (Norris and Coffey 2000; Yasenchak 2013) 

legacy brownfields, Congress passed a law requiring that 25% of the funds appropriated 

by the EPA for brownfield assessment and cleanup be used for petroleum-contaminated 

sites (Crystal and Murphy 2009). The federal government has since created some 

incentives to facilitate the redevelopment of petroleum-contaminated sites. These 

incentive programs incorporate streamlined administrative procedures, a multiparty 

examination of cleanup solutions and most importantly, risk-sharing; some state level 

brownfields programs offer grants, tax credits, and liability protection to parties that 

assess and remediate former gasoline stations (Crystal and Murphy 2009). The EPA 

recently updated rules of operation for petroleum brownfields in 2015 (EPA 2015). 

In short, the approach of the EPA and other government agencies to former and 

current gas station locations can best be described as damage control. While the EPA has 

created a number of initiatives that incentivize brownfield redevelopment, it has also 

made the liabilities associated with brownfields sites very high in order to protect future 

environmental quality. 

 
Relevant Literature 

In much of planning literature, the narrative around gas stations is one of blight; gas 

stations create problems; these problems are best resolved by scraping them away 

cleaning up the site, and replacing it with something else. There are two primary 

arguments for this: 1. Gas stations present urgent and harsh environmental and economic 

liabilities to cities, the costs of which are not equally shared across all citizen groups, and 

2. Gas stations are a low-density land use that facilitate a fossil-fuel dependent form of 

transportation and reinforce unsustainable levels of both the production and the 

consumption of transportation as a good. 

First, the environmental effects of gas stations, given how important they are to 

our transportation network, might be more easily excusable if they were shared equally 
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across all user groups--but they are not. In her 2013 book Toxic Communities, Dorcetta 

Taylor describes an urban landscape in which toxic uses, from landfills to industrial uses 

to gas stations, still disproportionately affect communities of color. While the reasons for 

this are complex and widely varied (the notion that cheap land attracts both economically 

fragile and disenfranchised communities as well as undesirable uses is one explanation 

put forth by Taylor) the fact remains that race and not income remains the best predictor 

of whether or not a person lives close to an unhealthy site. Correspondingly, a 

communities of color (Yasenchak 2013). While not all former gas stations have the same 

level of environmental hazard, their presence is (very reasonably) considered an 

environmental justice issue. 

Next, (and relatedly) the punishing structure of liability and the aforementioned 

uncertainty around tank status creates disincentives to invest in them, even when the 

environmental status of the site is unclear. Literature relating to the pricing of real estate 

shows that the known presence of a UST on a site negatively impacts the property value, 

even if the tank is not known to be leaking (Yasenchak 2013, citing Roddewig 2002). Gas 

stations are the most frequently abandoned type of building in America (Yasenchak 2013) 

and when they are abandoned (often if the cost of cleanup is greater than the price of the 

land) contaminated sites eventually become the responsibility of municipalities, which 

may have a backlog of such properties and limited staff to investigate them, let alone the 

resources to reinvest in them (Dewar 2009). 

Finally, gas stations are associated with the development of low-density suburban 

sprawl and car-based travel. Indeed, as preservation literature has also noted, they were 

one of the main drivers of the postwar auto-centric city, expanding its frontiers into 

former greenfields as they extended the range of vehicle travel. This rapid growth has had 

devastating effects on noise pollution, air quality, water quality, and neighborhood 

cohesion.  The effects of this insatiable industry have also resulted in economic dead- 

ends. Yasenchak points out that in 1983, one of every 6 jobs in the US was auto-related, 

and freeways, streets and parking lots consume 40% of the average American city( this 

calculation did not include gas stations, auto sales, auto scrap, and auto repair facilities- 
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Yasenchak 2013, citing Watchel 1983). She argues that the car industry (and by 

association, the gas industry) is an extreme example of the ravaging effects of Economic 

Path Dependency on city form and city priorities. For these reasons, it makes sense that 

planners want to reclaim the urban environment from its auto-focused uses. 

 
Summary 

Though they often draw on the same information, preservation and planning take 

different approaches to historic gas stations. The advantage of a preservation-based 

approach is the way in which specific stations are connected to local cultural and 

aesthetic values and experiences, rendering them 

discussed in planning literature, and framing them as potential assets. A disadvantage of 

this approach is that it is not comprehensive, and specifically does not always take 

responsibility for or acknowledge the complicated environmental legacies of these sites 

or assess what the cost might be to retain them. 

The advantage of planning approaches to historic gas stations is that it drives 

ook at the 

environmental issues associated with keeping old gas stations. A disadvantage of the 

approach taken by urban planners (with some exceptions to be noted below) is that it 

concerns itself more with the tanks associated with gas stations than the stations 

themselves. Viewed solely from this perspective, there is little about historic gas stations 

that is worth conserving or saving. 
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Chapter II: The Reuse of Gas Stations 

While planning and preservation approach conservation and reuse from different 

perspectives, some scholars promote a combined approach that borrows from both camps. 

Three in particular are relevant to the research in this paper. 

monuments-based a 

advocates for a method that focuses on the quantitative study of complete populations of 

historic buildings as a measure of the overall health of an entire urban system (Holleran 

2015). The se  

urban resilience and stability; she suggests that historic preservation has benefited from 

incorporating contemporary planning practice and theory into its process of identification 

and evaluation and argues that a systematic and context-based assessment of the benefits 

of preservation (ecological, economic, and otherwise) would help contribute to long term 

land use planning (Minner 2013). More specifically, she is arguing that preservationists 

need to do more than simply identify something as historic; they need to understand the 

on-the-ground incentives at play for property owners, especially small and local owners, 

who are ultimately the actors who decide whether a building stays or goes. 

given the urgency of climate change, must play) in a sustainable urban environment. He is 

e that is already 

on 2011, citing Carl Elefante); buildings large and small represent embodied 

energy--the raw materials acquired and manpower expended to build them--as well as 

embodied carbon. A report from the Brookings institute in 2011 identifies the stunning 

levels of waste in the construction industry, stating that by 2030, if we continue with our 

current rates of development, we will have demolished and rebuilt one third of our total 

building stock (Merlino 2011, citing Nelson 2004). Carroon shows us that from a 

sustainability and resources perspective, there is a huge incentive for us to reuse existing 

buildings. 
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These three frameworks in combination provide the best theoretical toolkit for 

addressing gas station populations, which defy typical preservation categories and present 

unique problems (as outlined above) and require an equally unique approach.  How can 

we learn from these structures and the transportation market that they supported without 

repeating the mistakes of the past? A possible answer is to learn more about the lifecycle 

of these structures and address both their benefits and disadvantages in a holistic way. 

Before proposing academic solutions, we should get a better understanding of the wide 

range of options communities already utilize to deal with this property type. While 

planning and preservation implicitly approach conservation and reuse from different 

perspectives, some scholars promote a combined approach that borrows from both camps. 

 

 
 

Design and Site Advantages 

Despite their legacy of environmental problems and the cost of remediation, gas stations 

are re-used rather frequently. 

not because they have status (or even beauty) but because they are in some sense a blank 

slate; no one cares what you do in them and the cost of entry is low (Brand 1995). 

Price is an important component in gas station reuse, but so are both design and 

placement; Gas stations are small, have few interior walls, and are easily reconfigured; 

many stations (the modern ones, at least, which represent the bulk) sport a massive 

awning, creating a pleasing transitional space between indoors and outdoors and a 

covered area for seating. Moreover, gas stations are typically placed on corner lots and at 

key intersections with high traffic counts. For this reason, a former gas station might offer 

ample opportunities to a small business looking for an inviting structure in a good 

location with a nice street presence (Jakle and Sculle 2011). 

This is especially true of older gas stations; unlike the 20 car mega pump stations 

   Though 

ostensibly designed around the car, gas stations lack the disadvantage that many other 

car-centric designs required: excessive parking. This is of course because a gas station (at 
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temporary waystation. The less time customers spend there, the better. A gas station can 

receive many visitors without offering much parking, and when and if the building is re- 

used later (perhaps in an increasingly wealthy neighborhood focused on street scale 

design and pedestrian development) it is surprisingly easy to convert it. 

Other aspects of design make gas stations appealing to retail tenants, such as their 

exceptionally large curb cuts, which are bigger than a typical street front property 

(Crystal and Murphy 2009). When a gas station is repurposed, these existing curb cuts 

may be grandfathered in, even if the city has higher and different standards in place. 

 
Densification, Repositioning, and Temporary Reuse 

The adaptively reused gas station is a ubiquitous component of most urban environments; 

however, only a small number of publications identify strategies for successful 

conversion. In Chapter 7 of her text Sprawl Repair Manual, Galina Tachieva identifies 

potential retrofits for gas stations that would facilitate their adaptive reuse and address 

deficiencies in the original design. In particular, corner gas stations (especially newer 

ones) typically have significant setbacks, are fronted by pumps, and have a detached 

building in the rear of the lot. Such a layout can take better activate the street front and 

add density if an additional building, like a corner store, is constructed at the corner and 

then connected to the original structure by extended the overhead covered area. 

an 

additional building or an additional use has been employed most recently at Seoul Food, 

an Asian restaurant located in Wheaton, Maryland (a suburb about 10 miles from 

downtown DC) that is housed in a Tiger Mart, an Exxon brand gas station (Hurley 2014). 

In this example, adding an additional complementary use to the parcel creates an 

incentive for foot traffic, adds density to the urban form, and transforms a placeless, 

generically branded site into a distinctly local one. Perhaps most importantly, this shift 

can occur without requiring a razing of the original building; it points at a transition of 

urban environments through successive building evolution and minimal community 

disruption. 
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Figures 1 and 2: Exxon Mobile Station with restaurant (Seoul food) added on the east end of the lot, increasing density on an underutilized parcel in 

Wheaton, Maryland. The first image shows the entire site; the second shows restaurant portion, looking southeast. Image credit: Google Maps and Google 

Street View, 2016. 

 
 

 

 

The Sustainable Cities Collective identifies possible solutions for the plight of 

aging gas stations across America. Although they do recommend scraping and 

former gas station lot into a 500 tree orchard) they also profile examples of good adaptive 

reuse, such as the conversion of gas stations to coffee shops in Phoenix, Arizona 

                                                                                    by 

repositioning, the authors are referring to the practice of redefining a gas station's role 

from provider of fossil fuels to provider of a full range of multi-modal transportation 

services, both automotive and active. The Company Propel Fuels in California, which has 

attracted public funding from the Department of Energy and the California Energy 

Commission, re-opened the first gas station where users can buy gasoline, ethanol, and 

biodiesel, cyclists can get tune-ups, and commuters can find public transit schedules 

(Klein 2012) This in many ways is one of the most exciting potential uses for former gas 

                                                                   -term associations with 

transportation while prompting consumers to shift modalities. 
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While t  

possible or even appropriate in a particular context (say, Austin Texas) will vary widely 

and depend on, for example the particular type of gas stations, the level and quality of 

remediation, and the state and local legal support and tax opportunities that each location 

provides. Moreover, the successful reuse of a gas station property does not ensure its 

continued survival, and nor does it have to; often, some of the most creative reuses of gas 

station properties are when the gas station is destined to be removed and the site is well 

on its way to being something else. An example of this is the conversion of the former 

Getty Station on Tenth Ave in Manhattan into a revolving gallery for public art (Metcalfe 

2012). This use, however, is temporary; the site, which was purchased by real estate 

mogul Michael Shvo for 23.5 million in 2013 (also an ardent art collector and one of the 

minds behind the gallery) was planned to become a condo development as of 2014. The 

Getty Station is a good example of a preservation strategy that embraces temporality; for 

many sites, a series of transitioning uses and tenants may be the best approach to re- 

activating a site that is perceived as blighted and undesirable. This strategy has of course 

been applied in the reuse of former warehouses and factory buildings as art spaces or 

live/work units for artists. While often this type of aesthetic colonization sometimes 

represents the tip of the spear of gentrification, in and of itself it is a resourceful 

approach. 

 
 

 
Figures 3,4 and 5 installation by the late artist François-Xavier Lalanne, at the former Getty station during its brief stint as a 

temporary art gallery. Image credits: Wally Gobetz, reproduced under creative commons license CC-BY-NC-ND 4.0. 

(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/) 
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Predicting Reuse on the Basis of Location 

While individual case-studies of reused stations are common (see for example the market 
 

interesting is how few academic studies there are on the planning aspects of the reuse of 

gas stations; currently, there does not seem to be any systematic attempt on the part of 

either planners or preservationists to identify which types of gas stations are eligible for 

which type of treatment: adaptive reuse, continued use or repositioning, or demolition and 

replacement. This is surprising; with efforts by both local level governments and the EPA 

to incentivize brownfield redevelopment and efforts by state historic preservation boards 

and the NPS to conserve historic gas stations, there seems to be a call for a study that 

could identify places where such interests align (EPA 2014; NPS 2015). However, two 

studies in particular offer some insight into how gas station reuse might be tracked and 

                                                                     gitudinal study of gas stations in Western 

adaptive reuse of North Carolina's textile mills. 

variables that have affected reuse, it comments on the ways in which reuse and changes to 

environmental regulations surrounding reuse have affected the historic character and 

integrity of these buildings and finally (and perhaps most importantly) it is a time-based 

study that looks at the same gas station population twice, thereby allowing the authors to 

discuss rates of change. In the study, the authors identified 85 gas stations sites along a 

73-mile stretch of historic highway in Western New York; of these 85 sites, 31 were still 

operating as gas stations (or 36%); of the 54 sites no longer selling gasoline, half had been 

adapted to other commercial uses (mostly still auto-related) and half were vacant. 

Only 7 of the 54 sites (13%) in this category were converted to non-auto retail or service 

uses (Norris and Coffey 2000). 

Norris and Coffee suggest that geography predicts gas station survival; 

specifically, they argue that setting was very important in determining whether a gas 
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station closed, converted, or became vacant. The gas stations most likely to continue in 

their present use were gas stations in towns or cities, or along small commercial ribbons 

just outside of them: survival rates in this case were 40 and 45% respectively, with much 

lower vacancy than in rural areas (Norris and Coffey 2000). While open road sites (ie, 

those far away from urban areas) typically did not continue as operating stations, they did 

see wide conversion to other uses. 

Norris and Coffey note, interestingly, that properties in which former gas stations 

are converted to new uses are those in which the integrity of the original building form 

and materials are best retained (Norris and Coffey 2000). Those that continue to function 

as gas stations experience perennial upgrades related to environmental regulation, 

few landscape features where persistence in use serves to decrease its value as an 

indicator of [long-term] socio-cultural trends                                   

results of their study are true elsewhere, it can be argued that long-term sustained use of 

gas stations as gas stations over extensive periods of time may actually not be very 

effective at retaining the historical character of the original built form. This has some 

interesting implications; in defining good preservation practices, the Secretary of the 

continue its previous function or, if necessary, accommodate a related use. The rationale 

behind this is that part of what gives a building its form are the activities inside it, in the 

sense that any new maintenance to its form will be conducted in a manner that respects 

and accommodates predicted activities. In the case of gas stations, the assumption is that 

continuing historical use is one of the best ways to ensure continued form may in fact be 

incorrect. 

mills 

was undertaken on the assumption (shared by planners and preservationists alike) that the 

reuse of former textile mills, despite some environmental issues, was desirable for some 

investors because of their cultural and architectural significance and the potential to avoid 

to isolate which factors are the most important and predictive ones in the reuse of these 
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properties. Briggs looked at both site and situational factors that affect the probability of 

reuse of 611 specific historic mills in North Carolina; by statistically contrasting 

abandoned mills against reused mills using logistic regression, Briggs derived a model 

that correctly predicted reuse of 87% of the mills in his study. According to Briggs, key 

predictors of mill reuse are location, distance to the nearest stream, and location within a 

historic district. He finds that the social composition of the area around the mill also had 

an impact, and states that age, ethnicity, and educational attainment were also predictive. 

his study does not address factors like lot size, structure size, or architectural quality, it is 

easy to imagine a case in which a similar analysis might be applied to gas stations. 

 

 
 

Studying the Self-Preserving Gas Station in Austin 

Though a great deal of literature now exists that identifies the issues with and benefits of 

gas station reuse (as explored exhaustively in the previous pages), more work needs to be 

done to understand what role these structures might play (if any) in future cities, and what 

the best preservation approach is. One approach--the one currently explored in this text-- 

is to look at those gas stations that have survived without any official preservation 

interventions and ask: what about them has made them valuable enough to the local 

community to have incentivized owners to keep them up?  Why have they survived? 

The City of Austin is a good place to ask this question, both because of its current 

development pressures, which incentivize local owners to sell their parcels in a booming 

real estate market, and because the city currently has no specific protocol for its historic 

gas stations. Although gas stations have been surveyed as part of applications for 

neighborhood historic districts, such as the Chestnut Hill neighborhood survey, and at 

least 4 gas station sites appear on the Austin Historic Wiki, the paper trail is relatively 

thin and there does not appear to be a structured approach by the historic preservation 

office to deal with this building type. 
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In seeing how time has shaped the reuse of some gas stations and the 

disappearance of others, this study hopes to identify factors have contributed to a 

 -term desirability and shaped its category of reuse. Some of these factors 

will lie in the design itself and some will be due to location and adjacent uses, but a few 

(I suspect) may also be cultural and social. It is in the interest of both preservationists and 

planners to better understand how to extend the useful life of buildings; if such a culture 

of reuse exists (for gas stations, as well as other types of buildings) it is worth knowing 

how to cultivate it. Perhaps there is a holistic, complete solution (or at least approach) to 

our aging gas station infrastructure that allows planners and preservationists to address 

cultural, social, economic and environmental concerns in a unified way. 

I propose to examine the ways in which gas stations manage to survive in various 

adapted and mutated forms, despite strong contemporary incentives for their destruction. 

By identifying those factors that seem to be correlated with both building survival (in my 

first level of analysis) and successful adaptive reuse (in my second level of analysis), I 

hope to provide the beginnings of a policy instrument that can be used to facilitate 

informed decision making about these types of properties. 
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Chapter III: Austin Gas Stations 

 

The Data: Limits and Opportunities 

This paper started with two large data sets of underground storage tank data (USTs) 

compiled by the City of Austin. One data set profiles historic tanks and the other looks at 

exhumed and remediated tanks. The challenges of trying to extract information about the 

historic preservation of gas stations from data sets built around tanks (and not buildings) 

are outlined below. 

The first data set, the historic tank database (or H tanks) is a set of about 990 or so 

points that represented sites that were suspected to have contained underground storage 

GIS website (City of Austin 2015). Between about 1910 and 1965, all underground 

storage tanks in Austin required city council approval before construction; the H-tank 

database was thus derived from these minutes, and each point represents a tank that was 

approved (though not necessary actually installed) between these years (after about 1975 

and before 1985, the city had no requirements on tank tracking, and so that period is 

unfortunately a dead zone for gas station data). Each H tank point has a unique id and in 

many cases an associated file (sometimes large, sometimes small) that contained 

information about site visits, interviews with property owners, and occasionally 

environmental testing information if the tank had been extracted. It is worth pointing out 

here that part of the incentive for using this dataset, even with its many issues, is that 

historical gas station location information, especially going back to the early 20th 

century, is very rare. 

There are three points about this data set worth reinforcing. The first is that it 

represents only those places the city approved as tank locations, not places the tanks 

necessarily went. Thus, while H tanks represent the greatest possible number of legal 

tanks that could have gone in during this time period, the true number is probably less 

than that.  A second characteristic of this data set is that the environmental information 

was incomplete; a few tanks had rather extensive files, but most were limited to the parcel 
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location of the (presumed) tank and the city council minutes approving it. The third is 

that, although this data set had 990 points in total, only 874 of these had information 

about what kind of tank they were (kerosene, airport, gas station, etc.) This number was 

further refined by separating out only those 

 

 

 
total. 

riables. This left me with a sample space of 463 observations 

The second data set, the closed tank database (or C-tanks) represented tanks that 

material) by the city or property owner. This data set is not publically available, but was 

-tank data 

is about 500 entries and has been accumulating steadily since 1985, when federal level 

UST laws required cities to keep track of the environmental status of underground storage 

tanks. Unlike the H-tank dataset, the C-tanks do not represent potential sites, but 

definitively real ones; correspondingly, the files tend to be extensive and detailed with 

lots of pictures and parcel information. Unfortunately, tanks remediated before 1985 

(because they were not tracked) are not included in this database, so the C-tanks represent 

the minimum number of locations that have been remediated in Austin. It should be noted 

that C-tank and H tank databases have not been reconciled, so when both types occur on 

the same parcel, it is likely they are the same tank. This C tank data was used to construct 

a X variable (ie, are those sites with C tanks, or proof that they have been 

environmentally cleaned up, more or less likely to have historic gas station buildings?). 

 
Response Variable Selection: Process and Discussion 

In this study, I explore two response or Y variables. The first is the existence (or non- 

existence) of the historic gas station building, and the second is the category of reuse. 

These explorations require different categories of statistical analysis, and the models that 

explore them operate on different x variables (which I address in a subsequent section). 

Below I address each Y variable in more detail, addressing three aspects; 1. How each 
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variable was derived 2. Proportions I observed in the sample and their possible cause and 

significance. 

 
Response Variable 1: Building Existence 

Of all the historic tanks identified in the database, how many H tank observations 

correspond to existing gas stations? This question is not as simple as it seems because, as 

I mentioned earlier, not every H tank corresponds to a station that was built--just one that 

was proposed and approved. 

When I first started exploring this data set, I was hopeful that I could weed out 

those stations that had been merely proposed from those that had actually been built. I 

started by selecting a random sample of 45 tanks (from my sample space of 463) and 

sorted through the documentation on each location. I looked at both the file and the point 

data in ArcGis simultaneously, trying to make sense of its placement (ESRI 2011). I then 

cross-checked this information against information about the parcel the tank was 

(supposedly) located on from the Travis County Appraisal District website, to get the date 

is searchable by address), Sanborn maps, and an external database of historic aerials, 

which I used to determine whether or not the footprint of structures on the site had 

changed since the time a tank allegedly went in. 

Unfortunately, after engaging in this lengthy process of vetting, it was still 

impossible to tell, in at least 30% or more of the cases I investigated, whether or not a 

tank had actually gone in if a building was not still present on the site. 

Since I could not determine for many entries whether a gas station had been 

demolished or simply not built, it seemed I was not in a position to either model or 

predict building survival. Thus, I decided to approach the data (and this variable) in a 

slightly different way. While it is impossible to how many of these locations were 

actually gas stations, ALL H tanks represent locations where a gas station was, in the 

economic, political, and social climate in which it was approved, desirable. I can make 

this assumption because of the significant level of investment required (both in the past 
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and today) to acquire a site permit for development. Many of the H tanks, (including 

some I could not confirm the existence of) had files showing site plans for the proposed 

gas stations. Clearly, these were places where potential proprietors and investors in the 

proposed gas station were so convinced it would do well, they went to the trouble of 

acquiring permission to build it. 

Thus, what I am exploring in this case is not building survival so much as site 

suitability for gas station redevelopment. What locations both came to fruition and 

remained in operation long enough to leave a building behind? To explore this question 

and simplify my analysis, I expanded my sample size to 180 and performed a slightly 

reduced analysis of each location using TCAD, the tank database in GIS, and google 

streetview. I coded my results as a binary variable. If a historic gas station was present on 

the site, y was = to 1; if no historic gas station was present, y was = to 0. After confirming 

building status for all 180 entries, I calculated a test statistic and a confidence interval for 

my sample. The results are presented in Table 1 and discussed below: 

 
Table 1: Historic Tank Building Status (180 observations) 

 

 Number Percent Confidence Interval 

Building Exists and Still Survives 80 44% 36.75% - 51.25% (+/- 7.25) 

Building Did Not Exist, or has been Demolished. 100 56% 48.75% - 63.25% (+/- 7.25) 

 

 

 

Table 1 treats the historic tank database as a set of Bernoulli trials. For this 

sample, the point estimate derived from the sample, in which the proportion of successes 

was treated as a success; if no historic station was currently located in the property, the 

trial was treated as a failure. Using the Clopper-Pearson (exact) method, at a 95% 

       

+/- 7.25%. In other words, we might say that 95% of random samples (taken from our 

reduced population of 511 historical tank entries) will capture the true population 
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parameter; ie, between 36.75% and 51.25% of the tank entries in each of these samples 

will correspond to existing gas stations (the rest representing false positives). 

What this test statistic does not tell us the survival rate of gas station structures, it 

does give us other insights into the health of our historic gas station population (and into 

the potential usefulness of the data set as a whole). What we can say, rather generally, is 

that of the 180 locations where a gas station was considered economically viable, at least 

80 were built, and those 80 represented a sufficiently large enough investment and 

provided a significant enough utility such that the structures they require remain standing 

today. At the very least, this test statistic gives us a sense of the sheer quantity of this 

building type in the Austin urban landscape. 

In a study focused on outcomes for historic buildings, it is also worth including 

here some of the findings related to the age distributions of existing buildings. Chart 1 

illustrates a distribution of the tank approval dates of locations that still have a historic 

building (age given in tank data set); Chart 2 illustrates the ages of the surviving buildings 

themselves (given in TCAD). Both are shown with 9 classes, with class breaks every 10 

years, and both rely on the same subset of 80 observations. The range for tank dates is 

1919 to 1962 (simply because data was no longer collected in this way after 1962), while 

the range for the structures on sites that correspond to those tanks is 1900 to 1977. 

 
 

Figure 6: Building Age (9 classes of 10 year intervals) Figure 7: Tank Age (9 classes of 10 year intervals) 

 
 

It is interesting to compare these two histograms for two reasons. First, the 

histograms display in the aggregate what I noticed when combing through individual 



 

 

entries; most locations with historic structures have a different date for their tank approval 

than for the building itself, and in most cases it is older (in other words, for most sites I 

examined, the tank date was earlier than the building date). The most likely explanation 

for this is that many locations have had more than one gas station structure on the 

property. A tank approved in 1927 may have had its structure replaced a decade or so 

later. Thus, tank date here is telling us how long a location has been viable as a gas 

station use, while building date tells us how long the structures survive without needing 

replacement. An interesting outlier to this theory is an observation with a building from 

1900 with a tank date from 1930; this entry most likely corresponds to a location in which 

an existing building, perhaps a carriage house or a bike shop, was converted to a gas 

station, a practice that was not uncommon in the 20s and 30s (The practice of purpose- 

building gas stations was more common after 1945). In that scenario, I postulate that a 

location that was appropriate for a transportation related use receives a gas tank because it 

A second point of interest in these histograms is that they both show a trend in a 

growth in the rate at which gas tanks (and stations) were added to the environment, as 

demand for gas expanded with a growing proportion of new drivers, up to the late 1960s; 

the rate then declines in the early 70s, as oil prices rose in response to the OPEC crisis 

and gas station ownership was no longer as dramatically profitable. We can see that the 

highest category of entries (of which there are 32) belongs to the period from 1950 to 

1960; specifically, the median age of this set is 1956. Since the bulk of gas stations were 

built in this time frame, it makes sense that they would make up a larger share of the 

survivors. However, these results do not indicate that there is any preference for buildings 

of this age or related type. 

 

Response Variable 2: Building Use and Reuse 

My second Y variable explores the subset of those observations which retain a historical 

gas station structure. Of those locations that have a historical building, how are they being 

used? In order to derive this variable, I went back to the subset of 80 observations and 
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spent more time qualitatively assessing each entry. This involved looking at the legal 

classification and given use of the building in TCAD, exploring ownership history 

(specifically, whether the business was locally owned) and looking more carefully at the 

location in Google Street view. In many cases, I was able to look at the facade of the 

building as a time-series, since Google has a backlog of street views from 2007 up to the 

present. 

Table 2: Known Surviving Gas Stations Use Type (80 observations) 

 Number Percent Confidence Interval 

Same Use- Gas Station 23 28.7% 18.79% - 36.61% (+/- 9.91) 

Adaptive Re-use, Auto-related use (tire or service shop, car wash, etc. 20 25.0% 15.51% - 34.49% (+/- 9.49) 

Adaptive Re-Use, Other Type 25 31.3% 22.24% to 42.76% (+/- 10.26) 

No Use- Vacant or Abandoned 12 15% 6.24% - 21.36% (+/- 7.56) 

 

Table 2 breaks down the four main use categories in which existing structures are 

used. Because each category had at least 10 successful outcomes, a confidence interval is 

employed. This interval derived from this sample (which tell us about what percentage of 

each type of reuse we will find among existing historic gas stations) should hold true for 

the remaining 283 tank entries that were not examined. However, because the sample size 

was small (in this case reduced to only 80 entries) the confidence intervals are quite 

large. 

There are a few observations we can make about structures in these categories. 

We can say somewhat positively that only 15% of former surviving gas stations in the 

sample are vacant or unused. This category included both those buildings that appeared to 

be abandoned and those that had no tenant but appeared well-cared for. Since Norris and 

Coffee described about a 14% vacancy rate for gas stations in their New York study, it is 

interesting to see how similar outcomes are in the Austin area. These vacant structures 

varied greatly in form and level of maintenance. However, a number of sites (including a 

station at the corner of San Jacinto and 15th street, depicted below) that were vacant but 

also appeared to be remarkably well-preserved and retained many of their historic 

features. This is an observation that is also consistent with the New York study-- 

25 
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specifically that those properties that had no current use typically retained their historic 

features (this observation says nothing about the level of maintenance--I saw many other 

gas stations that retained their historic features, but were also falling apart). 

 
 

Figure 8: Unused Gas Station at San Jacinto and 15th Street. An apparently vacant and unused (but not un-cared for) historic gas station at the corner of San 

Jacinto and 15th street. This example illustrates the difficulty in the classification process; though I classified this as vacant, it is clearly not abandoned, the 

way other entries in this category were. It is possible that in future iterations of this study (if more data permits) properties should be re-categorized more 

carefully to reflect these distinctions. Image Credit: Google Street view. 

 

 

For the 85% of buildings that were not vacant in the sample, all were engaged in 

commercial use (which is expected, given the zoning restrictions and the likely placement 

near heavily trafficked locations). Additionally, most of the reused structures (both auto 

related and other types of adaptive reuse) appeared to be local businesses. Though FedEx 

and Pizza Hut appear to be operating out of old gas stations, and the file of one adaptively 

reused site (that is now a title car loan shop) indicated that it was at one time a Jack in the 

Box, generally speaking it does not appear that former gas stations in Austin are 

considered suitable locations by national chains. 

More than half of historic gas station structures (54%) retained a car-related or car 

oriented function; 25% of these are still gas stations, while 28% are auto-related 

businesses without gas retailing, such as car washes, mechanic shops, or tire sales stores. 

This category also included broadly car-related services like car stereo replacement and 

car loans. This is interesting. Expensive environmental reforms related to underground 
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storage tanks passed in the 1980s resulted in many small gas station retailers leaving the 

fuel supply business, as they were unable to afford the expensive retrofits that would 

make their stations code-compliant. However, it seems likely that many former gas 

stations, which may have functioned as joint gas and service stations to begin with, 

simply got out of the gas businesses but continued with their other services. This suggests 

to me that when gas stations survive, they survive because they are consciously preserved 

by people or communities with broad knowledge or connections in the auto industry. An 

alternative assessment is that these properties, both because of their location and built 

form, seem to be good magnets for auto related business. Whichever scenario we select 

(giving agency to specialized workers and business groups, or granting that the site itself 

may exert a unique pull) this proportion reveals that there is a persistence in long-term 

categories of land use. 

- ts for 31.3% of entries. 

This is significantly higher than the rate identified by Norris and Coffey in their New 

York study (around 13%). The type of businesses included in this category vary widely; 

there seems to be no apparent or particular consistency in the type of alternative, non-auto 

related business that would chose to locate in a former gas station. Table 2 below lists 

                              general distribution of these use 

types. The largest category is food-related shops, including restaurants and dessert shops, 

followed by other types of specialty retail (which includes stores selling everything from 

lawn equipment to clothing, upholstery, and marijuana paraphernalia). Three properties 

function as exercise or recr  entioning about all 

these structures is that all but two serve local business, and a number of them (at least 4) 

have hand-painted murals whose content is not directly associated with the business 

inside. For example, S  

Roadhouse Relics is the location of the famous Austin Mural (see Appendix for 

additional examples). 
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Table 3: Non-Auto Related Adaptively Reused Historic Gas Stations (25 Observations) 

 

UST ID NO. Name Business Description Building Year Local Business? TCAD Property ID 

H0863 Richard Lord's Boxing Gym Recreation/Fitness 1938 Y 230014 

H0722 The Upholstery Shop Specialty Retail 1963 Y 303291 

H0660 Hat Creek Burgers Restaurant 1968 Y 229675 

H0621 Sukha Yoga Studio Recreation/Fitness 1956 Y 303156 

H0589 Corner Bar and BBQ Trailer Restaurant 1955 Y 100307 

H0578 McCoy's Lawn Equipment Specialty Retail 1936 Y 312584 

H0546 Doc's Motor Works (burger bar) Restaurant 1950 Y 187765 

H0530 Amy's Ice Cream Bakery/Dessert 1952 Y 231076 

H0527 Bakery Bakery/Dessert 1960 Y 124702 

H0513 Thundercloud Subs Restaurant 1970 Y 229677 

H0469 Marcelo Pan and Vino (restaurant) Restaurant 1948 Y 193655 

H0444 Stinson's Pub Restaurant 1958 Y 221331 

H0423 Venezia, Italian Gelato Shop Bakery/Dessert 1958 Y 100305 

H0361 Four Sons Quality Cleaners Other 1965 Y 211205 

H0346 Parts and Labor (Clothing Shop) Specialty Retail 1956 Y 187763 

H0319 Clarkes (restaurant) Restaurant 1940 Y 106500 

H0316 Sam's BBQ Restaurant 1900 Y 197320 

H0310 Roadhouse Relics (art gallery) Specialty Retail 1944 Y 302981 

H0301 Hut's Hamburgers Restaurant 1940 Y 105381 

H0267 Stop and Tote (convenience store) Other 1930 Y 189805 

H0246 Pizza Hut Restaurant 1970 N 199861 

H0191 FedEx Other 1959 N 214578 

H0169 Planet K Gifts (head shop) Specialty Retail 1950 Y 212542 

H0167 Howdy Donut Bakery/Dessert 1932 Y 190743 

H0141 Maximum Results (training studio) Recreation/Fitness 1949 Y 214633 
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Explanatory Variable Selection: Process and Discussion 

Explanatory or X variables selected for this study fall into two main categories: those that 

describe the conditions of the individual site, and those that describe the conditions of the 

neighborhood and context. X variables from the first category, of which there are fewer, 

were selected in consultation with current property appraisal literature, and therefore 

focus a great deal on factors that affect property resale, including traffic counts, parcel 

size, and land price. X variables from the second category, of which there are a great 

many more, were selected in consultation with prior literature related to gas station reuse 

specifically (Norris and Coffey, 2000) and the reuse of other categories of brownfields 

(Briggs 2006; Dewar 2009). This included block group level data for neighborhood 

ethnicity and median income. 

In addition to those locational variables suggested by prior literature, I also tested 
 

 

likelihood of substantial shifts in use and development, includes owner occupancy (renter 

vs owner) inclusion in a Core Transit Corridor, and construction date as key variables, 

and so I included these. Finally, I also consulted the spatial distribution of existing 

historic stations and their various uses, and added variables (such as distance to 

downtown) based on these observations (See map 1 and caption below). 

Below is a table showing the independent variables tested for both Y1 (building 

exists) and Y2 (building reuse type). It should also be noted that, (with the exception of 

the Y variable, building survival, and information about land price, which required 

accessing individual parcel records on TCAD) for almost all other categories of variable I 

was able to utilize a spatial join within ArcGis to draw the features of the shape (census 

block, parcel, or road) into the existing table of tank entries. This is important, I think, 

because it means that my process at least at this stage is relatively quick and easily 

reproducible, making it appropriate as a policy instrument. It should also be noted that his 

paper employs a deductive approach to geospatial analysis, relying on qualitative 

research to identify variables that seem most related to gas station reuse and preservation. 
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However, if a significantly larger sample was used it would be possible to explore an 

inductive or unsupervised analysis. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 9: Map of Four Categories of Use for Historic Gas Stations (80 observations) Shown above is the spatial distribution of the sample of 180 tanks 

transposed against the Core Transit Corridors identified in the Imagine Austin plan. A few trends emerge visually--the first is the way that rising land 

and awaiting demolition. 

Next, you can see that auto-related uses persist outside of the core, in areas where land is cheaper, predominantly on the north and east side. Among these 

auto-related uses, existing gas stations do not seem to have a spatial affinity for one another, while auto-related adaptively reused structures cluster in three 

main groups--along the Burnet and Lamar corridors and the area between Cesar Chavez and MLK in east Austin. It is possible this aggregation aids in this 

type of reuse. Finally, and perhaps most interestingly, all but three incidences of adaptive reuse that are non- 

Core Transit Corridors. 
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Table 4: X Variable Selections 

 

Variable Description Variable Type Format Source Supporting Literature Tested For 

Distance 

from 

Downtown 

What is the distance from the parcel the 

tank is located on to  the center of town? 

Continuous, 

Interval 

Linear feet Shapefile from City of Austin 

geodatabase (land use layers) 

Yasenchak 2009; Alonso 1964 (Bid Rent 

Theory) 

Y1 

Tank Date What year was the tank approved? Discrete, 

Interval 

Date (Whole 

Numbers) 

H-tank file and COA tank 

geodatabase 

Norris and Coffey, 2000 Y1, Y2 

Parcel Size What is the size of parcel on which the 

observed tank is located? 

Continuous, 

Interval 

Sq. Acres 

(Decimal) 

Travis County Appraisal Data, 

H-tank file 

Zhou and Kockleman 2008 Y1, Y2 

Floodplain Is the tank located within a floodplain 

(25 to 100 year)? 

Binary Y/N Shapefile from City of Austin 

geodatabase (environmental 

layers) 

Zhou and Kockleman 2008 Y1, Y2 

Commercial 

Land Use 

Is the tank currently located on a parcel 

zoned commercial? 

Binary Y/N Shapefile from City of Austin 

geodatabase (land use layers) 

Zhou and Kockleman 2008 Y2 

Cost Per Acre What is the cost per acre of the parcel on 

which the tank is located? 

Continuous, 

Interval 

Dollars per 

Acre (Decimal) 

Travis County Appraisal Data, 

H tank file 

Yasenchak 2009; Alonso 1964 (Bid Rent 

Theory) 

Y2 

Median 

Income 

What is the median yearly household 

income of the block group on which the 

tank is located? 

Discrete, 

Interval 

Dollars (Whole 

Numbers) 

2014 American Community 

Survey Data (5 year estimates) 

Yasenchak 2009; Taylor 2014 Y2 

Rent vs Own What is the percentage of renters of the 

block group on which the tank is 

located? 

Categorical, 

Nominal 

Percentage 

Renters 

(Decimal) 

2014 American Community 

Survey Data (5 year estimates) 

Imagine Austin Plan 2012; Minner 2013 Y2 

In Edwards 

Aquifer Zone 

Is the tank inside one of the three 

protected Edwards Aquifer zones? 

Binary Y/N TCEQ Edwards Aquifer 

shapefiles 

TCEQ. Edwards Aquifer Regulatory Boundary Y2 

Ethnicity What is the percentage of minority 

citizens (all categories except white) of 

the block group on which the tank is 

located? 

Categorical, 

Nominal 

Percentage 

Minority 

(Decimal) 

2014 American Community 

Survey Data (5 year estimates) 

Yasenchak 2009; Taylor 2014 Y2 

Core Transit 

Corridor 

Is the tank located within a Core Transit 

Corridor? 

Binary Y/N Shapefile from City of Austin 

geodatabase (land use layers) 

Imagine Austin Plan 2012; Minner 2013 Y2 

Remediation 

Status 

Is a C-tank (closed tank) located on the 

same parcel? 

Binary Y/N C-tank file and COA tank 

geodatabase 

Yasenchak 2009; Roddewig 2002 Y2 

Traffic 

Counts 

How many vehicles pass the intersection 

closest to the observed tank in a given 

year? 

Count Number of 

Vehicles per 

closest 

intersection in a 

given year 

2015 Texas Department of 

Transportation Traffic Counts 

Zhou and Kockleman 2008 Y2 
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Point-Biserial Correlation Testing 

To determine the statistical relevance of these variables, I first employed individual point- 

correlation testing between my y variables and each individual x. Point-biserial 

correlation testing is used to calculate Pearson Correlation Coefficient for the linear 

relationship between a continuous and a binary variable and the Phi Coefficient for the 

relationship between two binary variables. Both coefficients are used to determine 

whether or not there is a statistically significant association between two variables; 

neither make assumptions about the direction of the causality.  This type of testing is 

useful because it requires a smaller sample size than a regression using the same number 

of variables. 

Because of my limited sample size (180 for Y1 and 80 for Y2--both relatively 

small), it was necessary to conduct a power analysis prior to running the test. It is worth 

mentioning here what a power analysis is: while the alpha value in a statistical test tells 

you the probability of your model making a Type I error (detecting a false positive) a 

power analysis tells you the likelihood of making a Type II error (detecting a false 

negative). A power analysis conducted in G-power (Faul et. Al 2007), an open source 

statistical software, indicated that, for a two tailed point biserial correlation test with an 

alpha value of .05 (95% confidence) with a power value of .8 (or an 80% likelihood you 

will correctly reject the null hypothesis) and an effect size of .5 (a large effect size) I 

needed a sample size of at least 26. For a medium effect size, I would need a sample of 

about 82. Thus my correlation test on the sample of 180 are likely to reveal both large 

and medium effects, while those operating on the reduced sample of 80 will only catch 

large effects. 

For each Y variable, I did a separate set of tests. When testing building location 

(Y1) the null hypothesis is there is no relationship between the existence of gas station 

structures and any of my x variables; my alternative hypothesis is there is a relationship 

between one of my variables and building existence/survival. Similarly, when testing 

reuse category (Y2) my null hypothesis is that there is no relationship between reuse type 

and my independent variables; my alternative hypothesis is that certain reuse types and 
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certain locational and site variables have an affinity for one another, and their relationship 

is more than random. 

Below are the results of point-biserial correlation testing conducted in SPSS. 

Those variables that had the best p values are highlighted in blue. A significant 

coefficient has a value either greater than .2 or smaller than -.2; results close to or near 

zero show no or very weak correlation. In the following sections I will briefly analyze 

the implications of the coefficients direction and identify possible explanations for its 

relevance. It is worth reiterating here that these outcomes are only for a medium effect 

size; for a small effect size at the same power level, a sample of over 600 is required to 

show it. This, while it is possible some of these variables do have a statistically 

significant relationship with building status, it is not detectable at this testing level and 

sample size. For this reason, generally only variables showing at least a 0.05 level of 

significance are discussed in the following section. 

 
Explanatory Variables Tested for Y1 (Building Existence) 

 
 

Table 5: Building Exists Significant Correlations 

Variable Pearson Coefficient or Phi Coefficient if Binary Significance (2-tailed) 

Tank Date .306 .000** 

Distance from Downtown .344 .000** 

Parcel Size -.187 .014* 

** Significant at the 0.01 level 

 
 

In the first round of correlation testing, 4 variables were tested individually 

against Y1. Tank date and distance from downtown were both statistically significant at 

the 0.01 level. Both variables are positively correlated with building survival. The latter is 

consistent with appraisal literature and illustrates the Bid Rent theory (or rent tent) well. 

icient is negative, it indicates that as distance to center goes down 

(and land price goes up) the likelihood of a gas station continuing to remain in place 

reduces. This makes perfect sense; in the downtown area, gas stations do not represent the 

highest and best use of a property because they are low density and the buildings are 
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cheap. In Austin, as in other places, gas stations are scrapped when property owners cash 

out to developers bent on constructing denser, higher-yield uses, such as hotels, offices, 

or apartments. Those buildings farther away from downtown are afforded a little more 

protection. 

Tank date here is simply a cipher for the mortality rate of this building type, and 

while this seems a rather obvious point to make (mostly old stuff is gone) it is still a 

useful one, since it justifies including this variable in a regression. Finally, parcel size is 

negatively correlated with building existence at the 0.05 level. This indicates that the 

smaller a parcel is, the more likely it is to have a surviving building. This too is 

reasonable; small parcels cannot hold big new developments, really small parcels have no 

room for large parking garages, and aggregating many small parcels into one large 

developable parcel is a costly affair. It seems small-scale property ownership yields some 

protection for historic structures of the low-road variety. 

The variables tested for Y1 have been greatly reduced from over 13 to only 4. 

While I originally tested all 13 variables and observed additional and somewhat 

interesting correlations, these observations would not lend themselves to being used in a 

regression because they invert the causality of the presumed relationship. For example, 

while the existence of a historic gas station in a neighborhood may be highly correlated 

with neighborhood education attainment level, it is rather silly to try to predict the 

existence or non-existence of a historic structure (that may have disappeared in 1970 or 

1980--there is no way of knowing) with census data that comes from 2015. I want to 

predict the future from the past--not the past from the future--and so I reduced my 

selection of variables to only those that were either purely locational or had remained 

constant through time. 
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Explanatory Variables Tested for Y2 (Reuse Type) 

 
 

Table 6: Auto-Related Use Significant Correlations Table 7: Continued Gas Station Use Significant Correlations 

  
 

Table 8: Vacant Use Significant Correlations Table 9: Other Use Significant Correlations 

  
** Significant at the 0.01 level 

*Significant at the 0.05 level 

 

 

To test for correlations between reuse type and locational and site variables, it was 

necessary to run four separate rounds of testing, one for each reuse type. In each round 

the categories not being tested were excluded (for example, for the table labeled 

other use.) In this round of testing, no variables were significant at a level greater than 

0.05. It is possible that this is a result of a very small sample size, and that stronger 

relationships would be revealed if n were greater than 80. 
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Still, some interesting patterns emerged. Tank date and commercial zoning were 

both negatively correlated with vacancy as a reuse type. While I was surprised that the 

vacant stations skewed older, it makes sense that gas stations on parcels that have been 

rezoned from commercial to some other category are not long for this world, since 

rezoning indicates a desire to redevelop a property. Additionally, it appears that gas 

stations in Austin are not typically reused in a non-commercial way. Non-auto related 

adaptively reused buildings also tend to be older, since this category and tank date (as 

well as building date) are negatively correlated. Furthermore, it would appear that old age 

is more strongly correlated with adaptive reuse than vacancy. It is possible that in some 

cases, historic buildings have a component of aesthetic value that makes them more 

appealing for alternative uses; however, after looking at all 25 historic gas stations 

utilized in this category, it is clear that they maintain different levels of historic integrity-- 

i.e., not all of them look their age, and most have had various components replaced. It 

seems possible that a shift away from auto-related uses is what helped these structures 

survive; as new roads developed and traffic patterns changed, those former gas stations 

that were less dependent on cars continued to exist, put to some other use. 

Conversely, both auto-related uses and structures that continued to operate as 

functioning gas stations tend to skew a bit younger; a more recent tank date was 

positively correlated with gas station as a use at the 0.01 level and with auto use at the 

0.05 level. This age-break between uses is worthy of consideration both because it is one 

of the strongest variables tested and, consequently, because it suggests that, minor 

locational differences aside, most historic gas station buildings left to their own devices 

will follow the same arc or life cycle. The longer a historic gas station persists in the 

environment, the less likely it is to remain auto-associated. This paints a somewhat 

hopeful picture--that the gas station structures themselves do not necessarily lose their 

utility just because they shift in purpose. 

Auto-related uses and existing gas stations share other significant variables, 

though the direction of the correlation is different. The co-location of a C or closed tank 

shows a positive correlation with auto related uses and a negative correlation with gas 

station use. As I mentioned earlier, in the 1980s, many gas station owners opted to have 



 

 

their gas tanks pulled (resulting in a C-tank entry) and to continue to operate as auto- 

focused businesses. Those locations that continued one as gas stations would, necessarily, 

not have had tanks removed. This is likely the same reason that traffic counts are shown 

to be negatively associated with auto-related businesses; locations that did not have 

enough visitors would no longer be viable as fuel retailers, and would not be able to make 

the expensive environmental reforms required to continue functioning as a gas station. 

Finally, existing gas stations displayed a negative correlation with placement in a 

Core Transit Corridor.  Core Transit corridors are defined by the City of Austin as 

 

of a contradiction, in that they are both highly active transportation areas that many 

people traverse by car AND areas that the city is trying to recast as zones of multimodal 

transport, through the addition of bike lanes, sidewalks and other pedestrian amenities 

and safety features. These zones are historically car-oriented but are being rapidly recast 

and reconfigured for walkability. Thus, it would make sense that adaptively reused 

structures, which do not implicitly require that its customers own cars, would survive 

better in these corridors than other types of uses that are auto-focused. Still, I should 

reiterate here that these outcomes are relative to other historic gas station properties in the 

sample of 80, not all properties in the city. (When I tested Core Transit Corridors in a 

model that predicted building existence, rather than reuse type, it showed former gas 

stations of all types to be highly correlated with placement in a Core Transit Corridor). It 

is also worth mentioning that many parcels along Core Transit Corridors are being 

rezoned piece by piece as VMU--vertical mixed use--which allows these locations to host 

taller, denser buildings that cover a higher percentage of the lot. These incentives may 

mean that former gas stations are no longer a feature of Core Transit Corridors. 

It is worth talking here about what wasn't significant, and why that might matter. 

In my study, I was unable to detect a correlation (either positive or negative) between 

adaptively reused structures employed in a non-auto related use and C-tanks. This does 

not mean that no correlation exists at all; because of my small sample, I was only able to 

test for a large effect size, and therefore there may in fact be a relationship between these 
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two things that my test cannot show. However, these results are still encouraging, because 

they suggest that there is not a strong negative correlation between this reuse type and 

remediation status; or, to put it another way, structures used in this manner are not less 

likely to have been declared environmentally up to date. This indicates that preservation 

of a historic gas station and the environmental remediation of the gas station tank are not 

mutually exclusive, thus reinforcing the idea that preservation incentives and 

environmental planning incentives are not in competition. This outcome (or lack thereof) 

cost. While tank removal can be expensive if the tank is leaking and remediation is 

required, often it is not, and may be several thousand rather than several million dollars to 

achieve; moreover, the physical removal process of the tank can often be accomplished 

without any harm to the building. This was verified to me by the environmental 

permitting officer at the city; I also saw many images of remediation processes 

documented in C tank files in which the structure is clearly still present. 

There is one other variable worth addressing that heavily affects gas stations but 

that has not emerged in this round of testing as a significant predictor of type of reuse, 

and that is a tank's position in or out of the Edwards Aquifer regulatory regions. The 

Edwards Aquifer Recharge zones are those watersheds where porous karst features in the 

landscape fee 

Edwards Aquifer Contributing zones are those zones over which water flows on their way 

to the recharge zones. Finally, the Transitional Zone is thin strip where fractures and 

faults in surface limestone, resulting in underground cave systems, can still lead water 

back to the Edwards limestone region. The Recharge and Transition zones regulate USTs 

specifically (TCEQ 2008). 

All three areas have special environmental protections that limit the type and scale 

of development on parcels within the zones, which were established to protect water 

quality at the statewide level in 1970 (TCEQ 2016). However, since the zones were 

established after most of the gas station dates in this study, I was hesitant to include it as a 

predictor of gas station existence (though I did test it and it was significantly correlated at 

the .05 level). When tested as a predictor of reuse type, it is not significant; however, this 
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may be a function of a sample size that is too small to capture medium to small effects. 

As you can see from the map below, the west side of Austin has significantly fewer gas 

stations than the east side, and this reflects accumulative environmental restrictions dating 

back to the 1970s (City of Austin 2016). 

 
 

 

Figure 10: Map of Existing Historic Gas Stations vs Tank locations with No Building. The Edwards Aquifer regions are also shown. You can see there 

are very few existing structures within these areas, but it seems also that few were proposed or built in these. 

 

 

 

 

Binomial Logistic Regression 

Linear Multivariate Regression vs Logistic Regression 

While correlation testing can reveal the strength of the relationship between, for 

example, cost per acre and type of reuse, it is only a minimum condition for asserting 

causation and it only allows us to examine one variable at a time. Regression allows us to 

test the selected independent variables together, and to measure their collective predictive 
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power and interaction effects. Unlike correlation testing, regression models assume 

dependency (X predicts Y), they can represent the cumulative effects of multiple 

variables at once, and they allow for the creation of predictive models that can be used as 

policy tools to interrogate new data (Fox and Weisberg 2010). 

While correlation testing can reveal the strength of the relationship between, for 

example, cost per acre and type of reuse, it is only a minimum condition for asserting 

causation, it tells us nothing about causation and it only allows us to examine one variable 

at a time. Regression allows us to test the selected independent variables together, and to 

measure their collective predictive power and interaction effects. Unlike correlation 

testing, regression models assume dependency (X predicts Y), and they can represent the 

cumulative effects of multiple variables at once, and they allow for the creation of 

predictive models that can be used as policy tools to interrogate new data. (Hosmer 2004) 

When we try to fit a linear model to a scatter plot with a binary dependent value, 

we run into two problems. The first is heteroscedasticity. When you put a regular 

regression line through a scatter plot with a continuous dependent variable, the error is 

normally distributed around the prediction line. In other words, the difference between 

the predicted and observed value is random, and when displayed as a histogram, follows a 

predictability to the error value. However, when we apply a linear model to our scatter 

plot for a binary dependent variable, we can see that all of the residuals form a pattern 

around the regression line. In this case, the residuals are not random at all and the error is 

not normally distributed (Fox and Weisberg 2010). 

The second and more obvious problem is that our model-generated value should 

predict our dependent value, and our regression line should be better at predicting our 

value than simply taking an average of our observations (or, in the case of a binary 

independent variable, just assigning a proportion of .5 to each outcome--effectively a coin 

toss). When we attempt to fit a linear regression model to a binary variable, we predict all 

possible, because the 
 

regression is a very bad fit indeed. A better-fitting line is produced through logistic 
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regression. The S-shaped curve of the function, which creates a quick jump between 

values clustering around zero and values clustering around one, is a much better fit for 

binary data and will yield more accurate predictions (Hosmer 2004, Fox and Weisberg 

2010). 

When deriving a binary logistic model, the likelihood of expected outcomes is 

framed as odds ratios rather than probabilities, though they are mathematically related. A 

probability is defined as the number of successes divided by the total number of trials. An 

odds ratio is defined as the total number of successes divided by the total number of 

failures. Odds ratios are thus derived from simply by taking the probability of success (P) 

and dividing it by the probability of failure (1 - P).  The equation for the logistical model 

is derived by taking the natural log of the odds ratio (P/ (1-P) and setting this equal to the 

Beta X, the matrix notation for the sum of all the Betas (slopes) and all the Xs (the 

independent variables) we are using to derive the line of best fit. (The log of the odds 

ratio is also called the logit; Fox and Weisberg 2010.) Once we have our vector of slopes 

and Betas, we can exponentiate the equation, and solve for P. The expression below is the 

final equation once it is algebraically simplified: 

 

P is the probability of the event; in the first regression it is the probability of 

finding a gas station, while in the second, it is the likelihood that the existing historic 

station is one of four categories of reuse. The locational, site, and neighborhood attributes 

of the gas station are represented as independent variables and the weight of influence 

each variable has on the likelihood of survival is captured by its Beta value, just as in 

linear multivariate regression. Once it is thus transformed by exponentiating both sides, it 

produces the S-shaped curve that we know best fits our data. As show in the previous 

diagram, this equation follows the classic rules of probability, producing values between 

0 and 1 (Fox and Weisberg 2010, Hosmer 2004). 
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I conducted a power analysis in G power to determine my minimum sample size 

for the number of variables I wanted to test (Generally speaking, binomial regressions 

require at minimum 10 independent observations per variable, plus an additional 10%.) G 

power indicated that for a regression test with an alpha value of .05 (95% confidence) 

with a power value of .8 (or an 80% likelihood you will correctly reject the null 

hypothesis) and an effect size of .35 (in this case a large effect size), I could test up to 15 

variables with a sample size of 80. For a medium effect size (.15) the number of variables 

dropped to 3. Ultimately I opted to test the 6 variables that were correlated with reuse 

categories and ran the regression. 

 
Regression Outcomes 

Below are results for both the Y1 predictive model and the 4 separate Y2 models. 

My subsequent analysis will focus on the accuracy of the model (its prediction rate) and 

the direction of its error (whether it over or under-predicted). Predictor variables and the 

direction of their effect size are discussed if they vary for the results identified in 

correlation testing. While odds ratios (P/(1-P) were generated for each regression, I do not 

include or interpret them, simple because the models were not precise enough for this 

information to be useful at this stage. The goal was simply to see if a preliminary model 

could be fit to the data and, if so, how it would generally perform. 

 
Table 10: Y1 Model (Building Exists) 

 
Observed 

 
Predicted 

 Building Exists  

Building Exists 0 1 Percentage Correct 

0 73 21 77.7% 

1 27 52 65.8% 

Percentage without variables: 54.3% Pseudo R Square: .254 

Percentage with variables: 72.3% Model Sig:0.000 
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In this logistic regression for building existence, significant predictors in the 

model were distance from downtown (p =.016) and parcel size (p =0.040). The 

classification table also displays the 

identify true positives, showing it to be 65.8%. 

the percentage of non-occurrences that were correctly predicted, is 77.7%. What is also 

interesting is what the model does wrong. The error rate in false positives is 27/ (73+27), 

or 27%. The error rate in false negatives is 21/ (21+52), which is 28.7%. Finally, the 

pseudo R squared value, which is an approximation of the R squared values used in OLS 

regression to identify the percentage of variation in the data explained by the model, is 

.254. 

 
 

Table 11: Y2 Model (Auto-Related Use) Table 12: Y2 Model (Existing Gas Station) 

 

Table 13: Y2 Model (Auto-Related Use) Table 14: Y2 Model (Existing Gas Station) 

 
 

 

For building reuse, four separate logistic regressions were modeled; of these, two 

were significant (meaning that, for only two regressions did adding variables to the model 
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increase the model's predictive ability) and two were not. In the case of Vacancy and 

Other uses, none of the variables used in the regression proved statistically significant, 

which effectively invalidated the model in both cases. This is probably because the 

sample was too small to capture medium or small effects. 

The regression predicting continued gas station or auto-related uses performed 

better.  Significant predictors in the auto-related uses model were existence of a C-tank (p 

=.006) and traffic counts (p = 0.037); significant predictors for continued gas stations 

were building year (p =.043) existence of a C tank (p = .004) and inclusion in a core 

transit corridor (p =.029). In all cases, the direction of the association with the variable 

(positive or negative) matched the results from correlation testing, showing again that 

auto based uses were more likely to be environmentally remediated and have lower traffic 

counts relative to other stations; structures that continued as gas station uses were less 

likely to be in a core transit corridor, less likely to have a C tank, and generally had newer 

buildings. Both regressions have pseudo R Squared values above .380. Finally, the auto 

use regression has a error rate of 33.3% for false positives and 15.3% for false negatives, 

while the continued gas station use regression has an error rate of 33.3% for false 

positives and 20% in false negatives. Thus both models seem to under rather than over 

predict the number of properties in their respective categories, which is less than ideal 

from a utility perspective; if a regression like this were being used to vet a long list of 

properties to search for historic buildings, they would return results that eliminate from 

further inquiry a large percentage of properties that are actually of historical interest. 

 
Possible Applications and Model Improvement 

All of these models are--to put it bluntly--very rough, and do not perform very 

well, and do not return results precise enough to merit their use in a policy decision. They 

are also, in their current state, only applicable to historic gas stations in Austin. Future 

models could utilize some of the same variables but would inevitably have to be built 

specifically to suit each new context. 
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couraging about these results is that it is absolutely possible to 

build regression models that predict building reuse, and that the refinements that are 

needed to achieve better performance may be relatively small. If time had permitted, there 

were several steps forward I might have utilized. For example, the testing and refining of 

additional variables related to both site and neighborhood characteristics, such as building 

square footage, percent tree cover, or population density, might improve the model. Also, 

more careful vetting for collinearity between x variables would have made a multinomial 

logistic regression feasible. Finally, more observations (a higher n) would have allowed 

us to test for smaller effect sizes, possibly revealing the importance of variables, such as 

median income, that show up as significant in the literature but not in my results. 

This type of modeling will only become more useful, and easier to do, as time 

goes on. While the current data set does not lend itself especially well to this approach, 

there are many future data sets for which this type of modeling might be both appropriate 

AND work well at predicting survival. The data set I am thinking of are those derived 

from C tanks, or remediated locations. Unlike H tanks, C tank data, which is collected by 

every city (as required by federal law) shows the true and confirmed location of former 

gas stations. While these data sets have only been accumulating since the 1980s, in 

another 20 years or so they will accumulate, and it will be possible to run survival 

prediction models like them. 

This is simply an example of data collected for one purpose becoming especially 

effective for another. It is best compared to Sanborn maps, which were developed not to 

keep track of historical buildings, but to rate existing buildings for fire insurance. Yet 

today, these documents are indispensable to historic preservationists, who use the detailed 

maps to track changes across the urban landscapes. The passage of environmental laws 

from the 1960s onward that require tracking of hazardous locations is already yielding 

dividends in historical study. As preservation policy-makers, we have to be prepared to 

take advantage of these databases, to use them for time based studies to explore rich and 

complex histories of change and continuity in deep patterns of long term land use. 
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Chapter IV: Conclusions and Implications 

Planning with and for Historic Gas Stations 

I would like to think that studies of the survival rates of humble low-road buildings like 

mass-produced gas stations hold small but not unimportant implications for approaches to 

city growth, especially in a place awash in new development and busting at the seams. As 

Austin grows, its property owners, planners and policy makers face tough choices; new 

citizens want affordable housing, better and cleaner transportation, and access to mixed- 

use developments that meet a variety of needs (food, shopping, employment, recreation). 

Planners like Edward Glaeser argue that increased densification (particularly in the 

vertical direction), in the form of infill, is the solution to the growing pressure on land 

price; indeed, a recent white paper by the Obama administration makes the same call 

(GPO 2016). Like other cities across the country, Austin has incorporated this policy into 

its plans for future growth, in the form of agendas like the Imagine Austin plan and the 

CodeNEXT revision process, a  

Though this might be the vision of the future, it operates on a physical 

environment bound up in the policies of the past.  In Austin, this means that, beyond the 

- 

based movements; lots are big and single-use, parcels are fronted by parking lots, and few 

opportunities for walking from place to place exist. The subject of our study, the gas 

station, i                               

not always be the best option for these properties, though it seems the simplest and 

straightforward one. Before choosing to demo, reuse, or reposition a former gas station, 

planners should take into account the following key considerations: 

 
Small Business Opportunity and Commercial Gentrification 

It is clear that the population of aged gas station structures in Austin play host to a wide 

array of businesses. Adaptive reuse of these properties in Austin, whether it is auto- 

related or engaged in a different type of retail, has three broad characteristics. First, the 

majority of these structures, unless they are vacant, appear to be owned by local or small 



 

 

scale regional business (and by this I mean either businesses that have one location only, 

or a chain of businesses that are specific to the Central Texas area only, such as 

Thundercloud subs). Second, reuse of these structures cuts across all categories of 

business. In Austin, you can find former gas stations utilized as a yoga studio, a boxing 

gym, a juice bar, a tombstone retailer, a dry cleaner, and a BBQ joint (for additional 

examples, see Appendix, p 56) 

attracted to these properties at different points in their life-cycles. Finally, most of these 

reused properties have been heavily modified, both in their materials and features, and in 

their surface colors. Retailers change out signs, add adjacent structures, replace the roof, 

and fill in or punch out windows; some locations, as I mentioned earlier, feature proudly 

hand-painted murals featuring civic or local subjects, such as the Austin mural on the 

south side of Roadhouse Relics. Local owners are doing the interpretive and creative 

labor necessary to psychologically reposition a site, changing its identity from a car-based 

place to a people-based one. It seems gas stations are much like articles of clothing in that 

way--the most loved gas stations are worn and re-used and patched up again and again 

until they are simply full of holes, while the least loved (no matter how much historical 

integrity their features might have they are) may remain pristine, but fail to inspire 

investment and commercial activity. 

I will add one small caveat to the final point; some of these local businesses, rather 

veneer, proudly repurpose and flaunt it. Some 

do this through the selective retention of certain features (neon signs, car canopies). The 

original Thread a historic music venue frequented by Janis Joplin) highlights its 

status as a former gas station by displaying antique pumps on the road-facing side. Other 

 

all former gas stations converted to non-auto uses  

referenced. 

Do small business owners preserve gas stations, or do gas stations preserve certain 

types of small business communities? In a certain sense, the causality (which probably 
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goes both ways) is not as important as the correlation. What we should acknowledge is 

that it is the creativity and resourcefulness of many small decisions makers that keep 

locations (if not, ultimately, the buildings themselves) viable and vibrant. They maintain 

the fabric of the neighborhood and by doing so, make it an attractive location for later 

development. This type of change (the densifying kind) is also good for neighborhoods, 

but it may have consequences, such as the dislocation of existing tenants from their low 

rent spaces. When we think of displacement through gentrification, we usually focus of 

residential uses, but local business tenants can experience displacement too (Minner 

2013). This is a growing problem in the city; in 2016, Austin Creative alliance marched 

on city hall, (Faires 2016) protesting that hikes in commercial rent, coupled with the loss 

of previously inexpensive locations for performance, retail, and production, are driving 

local creatives out of Austin and demanding that the municipal government preserve 

some remaining local low-rent locations. 

 
Transportation Network Resiliency 

 

transit network, no such opportunity currently exists (or is likely to for several years). Are 

there places for people to refuel (in the case of gas) or recharge (in the case of electric) 

     

core? The National Association for Convenience and Fuel Retailing has reported on this 

trend for all cities, showing a general decline in gas station construction and preservation 

overall (Gross 2016). The effect for yellow cab drivers in Manhattan has been 

measurable: income-siphoning gas queue lines, as station after station disappears from 

the central city (Gross 2016). Clearly, gas stations still contribute the resiliency of the 

private transportation network. 

In the early years of car culture, gas station placement and construction boomed 

and was highly speculative, (Yasecheck 2013) placing far more gas stations in city 

environments than even rising car usage necessarily warranted. Because the private sector 

took charge to the placement of gas stations, municipalities have had little reason to 
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explore the logic behind it. (This is evidenced by the fact that gas stations are zoned as a 

Commercial, not Transportation use--showing how little planners have really paid 

attention to these buildings and the role they play). However, these networks become 

more relevant and important if we consider the developing market for alternative energy 

vehicles and the networks needed to support them. 

There is without question a great interest in optimizing a network of refueling 

stations (in this case, alt fueling stations) so as to minimize congestion and the need for 

additional roads (Huang 2015; Escobar 2014; Gross 2016). Luckily, in historic gas station 

data, we have embedded at least 100 years of time and market tested spatial logic for the 

placement of car refueling sites. Planners would do well to study these historic trends 

because they can inform choices about the placement of refueling stations down the line. 

Since electric cars are of a size and speed of gas powered vehicles (and have roughly the 

same or even a smaller range), it is entirely possible that municipalities can incentivize a 

shift from one energy type to the other at pre-existing locations. Overlaying historic 

building information on top of electric charging station heat maps would reveal 

opportunities to reuse existing buildings and lots for a purpose similar to their original 

use, but directed at the needs and sustainable habits of the future. 

This is not such a bizarre shift, given the extended history of these sites. Many gas 

stations or former gas stations properties, particularly in the core, started their life as 

carriage houses, bicycle shops, or blacksmithing shops, well before the invention and 

propagation of the car. On the Merritt Parkway, a historic highway in Connecticut, gas 

stations are being converted to Tesla charging stations (Gross 2016).  Maybe Austin can 

be next? 

 
The Role of Narrative in Framing Urban Solutions 

As is the case with landfills (and occasionally adult bookshops) those uses that may be 

unavoidable but not aesthetically appealing are externalized--zoned to the borders and 

fringes of the ever outwardly moving city perimeter. While this might permit well-heeled 

denizens access to a clean and pretty downtown, it may hardly be fair to those folks that 
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work in the aforementioned undesirably industries, especially if those industries, as I 

argue earlier, are actually part of critical urban infrastructure. The beautiful renderings of 

future corridors shown in the Imagine Austin Plan typically do not include those things 

                                                  storm water drains, utility 

boxes, dumpsters, and so forth. Sometimes they also exclude whole property types that 

are perceived as undesirable, like gas stations. 

                                                        ommercial strips describes gas stations as a defining 
 

redirection has left behind ailing, low rent strip malls (Minner 2013). Contemporary 

media, by comparison, frames gas stations as sites of banal crime; a cursory analysis of 

        
 

Preservationists have been trying, to their credit, to change the narrative of blight 

that attaches itself to gas stations. It is their job to mediate an experience that brings a 

curated past into the present (Barthel 1996). And to justify how knowledge from the past 

(in the form of a physical building) can present solutions to future issues (perhaps fuzzy 

ones, related to culture, or more concrete ones, like sustainable building materials). If the 

current preservation narratives around gas stations (that their value lies in nostalgia for 

post-war recreation travel culture) are currently rather thin and unconvincing, it is partly 

because they are incomplete. Preservations have not yet identified how to frame these 

properties in a way that reveals the deeper, more long term value of their historical 

     

environmentally hazardous sites (former factories, for example) into hip reuse projects-- 
 

 

Conclusion and Final Thoughts 

This paper has sought to document and prove that the utility of historic gas stations 

extends beyond their projected useful life upon construction.  It analyzes how insights 
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into their reuse can potentially inform us about how to begin addressing other categories 

of low-road, mass-produced buildings (warehouses and storage units, for example) that, 

like gas stations, are ubiquitous in the urban environment and in need of a larger, longer 

term planning strategy. The hard quantitative findings of this paper are that age, distance 

from downtown, and parcel size are significant predictors of building existence, and that 

traffic counts, remediation status, zoning, and age are significant predictors of rescue 

type. 

Thought a small component of my total analysis, one of the most important 

qualitative findings of this paper is that in Austin, former gas stations are indeed 

productive uses for this building type; while these sites may not support these businesses 

forever (and may need to make way for higher and better uses) it is important to 

acknowledge the contribution they are making and start to plan for what Austin will do 

when they are gone. 
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Appendix 
 

 

 

Planet K Gifts. 3700 Guadalupe St, Austin, TX 7870. Image Credit: Google Images. Accessed 2015. 

 

 
900 E Cesar Chavez St, Austin, TX 78702. Image Credit: Google Images. Accessed 2015. 
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Austin Flower Company. 1612 W 35th St, Austin, TX 78703. Image Credit: Google Images. Accessed 2015. 

 
 

 

4227 Guadalupe St, Austin, TX 78751. Image Credit: Google Images. Accessed 2015. 
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1995 polaroids of gas station on E 1st and Chalmers (Tank H0463; C0567) the day the tanks came out. Currently 

demolished.  Image Credit: City of Austin, Planning and Permitting Department 

 

 

 
A site at Briarcliff and Westminster (H0764) had its tanks removed by the city in 1995 (see above images). Yet the building remains and functions as 

service station. This seems to be a common occurrence for former gas stations; if the building remains in place, it often continues to play host to an 

adaptive reuse that is auto-based. Image Credit: City of Austin, Planning and Permitting Department 
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